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Abstract: Continuous monitoring is critical to improving the quality of life of people with diabetes. Leveraging technologies such as
the Internet of Things (IoT), modern communication tools, and artificial intelligence (AI) can contribute to reducing healthcare costs.
The integration of various communication systems enables the provision of personalized and remote healthcare services. The increasing
volume of healthcare data poses challenges in storage and processing. To overcome this challenge, this paper suggests intelligent
medical architectures for intelligent e-health apps. To provide cutting-edge medical services, 5G and 6G technologies are necessary
since they can satisfy critical needs, including high bandwidth and energy efficiency. This work presents an intelligent machine learning
(ML) using an ensemble learning-based real-time monitoring system for diabetes patients. Mobiles, detectors, and other intelligent
gadgets are used as buildings to gather measurements of the body. Subsequently, the collected data undergoes a normalization procedure
for preprocessing. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is employed to extract features. The ranking of every feature in the dataset
is then assessed using two feature selection (FS) techniques, namely information gain (IG), and chi-square (chi2), and the association
between the features chosen by the FS methods is then found using Pearson correlation method, which is one of the correlation methods
that can be used to find the correlated between the selected features. For diagnostic purposes, the intelligent system employs data
classification through an ensemble learning approach utilizing XGBoost and Random Forest (RF) as base models. The final classification
is determined by a hard voting mechanism in conjunction with particle swarm optimization (PASWOP). Simulation results underscore
the superiority of the suggested approach in terms of accuracy when compared to alternative techniques.

Keywords: Internet of Things, Machine Learning, Principal Component Analysis, Particle Swarm Optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION
The healthcare sector is always growing, which creates a

lot of study problems in the field of information technology.
These problems can be successfully addressed by combin-
ing developments in detectors, ML, AI, big data analysis,
and information and communication technology (ICT). Es-
pecially, IoT-enabled message monitoring equipment allows
clients to predict medical issues like high temperatures,
diabetes issues, heart attacks, etc., which helps with healthy
living, assisted care for the elderly, and preventative therapy
[1]. This approach not only provides reliable assistance, but
also mitigates patient travel issues, thereby enhancing the
overall quality of care. The advent of new technologies
is primarily geared towards the continuous monitoring of
patients with prolonged diseases, a prevalent trend in current
times [2]. Chronic diseases, which are defined by their
long course and continuous care requirements, frequently

require prolonged hospital admissions to provide periodic
assessments. Chronic diseases include diseases such as
diabetes, cancer, and heart disease; diabetic has become a
prevalent, as well as an extremely severe disease that takes
many lives annually [2]. Since it is a chronic disease caused
by pancreatic failure, frequent and rigorous treatment is
essential to avoid damage to different parts such as the
veins, nerve cells, and eyelids [3]. The surge in diabetic pa-
tients underscores the necessity for advanced technologies
to monitor and manage their health effectively [4]. Routine
monitoring of blood glucose levels is standard practice for
individuals with diabetes, allowing for continuous tracking
by diabetics, their families, and medical professionals [5].
Portable surveillance systems offer the advantage of reduc-
ing hospital stays, thereby improving the quality of life for
diabetic patients [6]. To facilitate seamless communication
of patient information to healthcare providers, the adoption
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of 5G and 6G technology is proposed, offering high-speed
communication and improved network adaptability, such as
bandwidth and capacity [7]. Despite the abundance of re-
cent research proposing intelligent patient tracking systems,
many fail to address the critical aspects of accurate, timely
assistance and the delay-associated parameters of measured
parameters during transmission [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], and [19]. In response, this
study introduces an IoT-based health service that integrates
ML algorithms to provide proactive, real-time assistance
during medical emergencies. The main goal is to use ML
to predict by connecting gadgets over the Internet IoT to
gather ongoing historical information and interpret it on the
cloud.

This study contributes primarily to the field by utilizing
ML to build an intelligent technique for real-time tracking
of people with diabetes. The structural elements of the
suggested framework consist of smartphones, electronic
gadgets, and detectors that are all used to get important
human measures. The gathered information is then prepro-
cessed using a standardization technique. To extract features
from the preprocessed data, Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) is employed. Finally, the core of the functionality of
the intelligent system lies in the data categorization process.
For this purpose, an innovative approach is introduced
that combines XGBoost and Random Forest (RF) as base
models, and the final classification is determined by a
hard voting mechanism in conjunction with PASWOP. This
integrated methodology is used to generate a diagnosis, pro-
viding valuable information on the health status of patients
with diabetes. The paper is structured into four main parts:
Part (2) focuses on the related work; Part (3) outlines the
methodology of the proposed framework; Part4 presents the
study results; and Part 5 provides the conclusion.

2. RelatedWork
This part presents a wide range of research investiga-

tions on diabetes sufferers’ wellness tracking methods.

The authors of [8] addressed issues with ongoing
surveillance, the lack of anomaly identification techniques,
and the requirement of long training times for forecasting
strategies by introducing a dynamic and context-aware
tracking platform. prediction. In [9], technological devel-
opments for creating an architecture for safeguarding in-
formation from the health Internet of Things (HIoT) are
described together with a safety analysis. Through a variety
of use-case situations, this study provides an organizational
structure for monitoring wellness indicators in individuals
with impairments or chronic progressive illnesses. Several
algorithms were used in a methodical investigation in [10]
to comprehend classifiers for determining the prevalence
of type-A diabetes in humans. A methodology for making
fast and reliable illness predictions is called an ”intelligent
medical referral framework for multifunctional diabetes
disease patients” and is provided in [11]. Nevertheless,
emphasis is placed on the necessity of a more comprehen-

sive, effective diagnostic, and recommendation method for
a range of human ailments. [12] provides a detailed analysis
of ubiquitous, intelligent, and connected medical facilities
to monitor people with chronic and lifestyle conditions.
Deep learning (DL) and cloud-based analytics are used in
the design to provide intelligent patient surveillance and
control. The study described in [13] utilizes ML-SVM to
forecast the probability of diabetes. The approach focuses
specifically on women within the dataset who share a
Pima Indian heritage. The [14] is focused on immediate
information to improve forecasting and accuracy through
the use of ML and IoT, together with a recommended
software and hardware solution to support the early detec-
tion of heart disease. [15] discusses opposing cutting-edge
health care for elderly patients and their caregivers. While
acknowledging many overlooked achievements in the area,
[16] conducts a thorough evaluation of approaches for the
diagnosis, recognition and management of diabetes mellitus.
[17] introduces a novel approach to tracking one’s health
that utilizes a safe information storage structure for patient
information in cloud-based platforms in conjunction with
main information collected from folks in remote areas to
anticipate diseases. [18] describes the creation and creation
of a software platform that uses ML to improve adherence
to therapy. The system of monitoring suggested in [20]
addresses the effects of factors on the health of diabetic
patients. The paper in [21] examines prospects for expan-
sion in the sector and discusses the advantages of combining
AI with telehealth. [22] uses supervised ML classification
techniques to predict hypertension and diabetes conditions
based on patient sugar and arterial pressure information.
[23] proposes a light-transmission model that uses Li-Fi
technology to determine the body’s glucose levels. [24] uses
AI and IoT to research the medical industry to improve
patient care and assistance. The study by [25] presents a
shallow neural network with immediate data in IoT within
the intelligent medical strategy. The technology that goes
into creating 5G e-health services is covered within [26]
through a variety of angles. Table I depicts the literature
survey.

3. Proposed Framework
In the construction of a classification using Machine

Learning (ML), the fundamental processes depicted in
Figure 1 include preprocessing, feature extraction, and
classification.

Figure 1. Proposed framework.

A. Data Collection and Preprocessing
In this study, the dataset includes the records of 62

individuals with diabetes, consisting of 44 males and 18
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TABLE I. Literature survey

Ref.
No.

Title Author Advantages Disadvantages

[8] A Storage Optimization and
Energy Efficiency-Based
Edge-Enabled Companion-
Side eHealth Monitoring
System for IoT-Based
Smart Hospitals

Gharaei
et.al., 2023

Ability to optimize storage and
enhance energy efficiency, cost
savings, reduced data trans-
fer latency, and lower en-
ergy consumption. Addition-
ally, the system facilitates con-
tinuous companion-side moni-
toring, enabling real-time ac-
cess to patient health data
and personalized interventions
within smart hospital environ-
ments.

Risks associated with data se-
curity and privacy, edge devices
limited processing capabilities
compared to central servers,
which may constrain the com-
plexity and scale of data ana-
lytics tasks. Maintenance chal-
lenges and interoperability is-
sues with diverse IoT devices
further complicate the deploy-
ment and management of the
system within smart hospital
environments

[9] IoT in E-Health, Assisted
Living, and E-Wellness

Azim et.al.,
2023

remote monitoring of blood
glucose levels, enhanced self-
management through smart de-
vices, and improved glycemic
control with IoT-enabled in-
sulin delivery systems

privacy concerns regarding per-
sonal health data, reliability is-
sues with IoT devices, and po-
tential inaccuracies in data in-
terpretation pose notable disad-
vantages.

[10] Comparative Approach for
Early Diabetes Detection
with Machine Learning.

Harnal et.al.
2023

SVMs are good at handling
high-dimensional data and
small datasets.

Unsuitable to Large Datasets
and Large Training Time.

[12] Novel framework based on
deep learning and cloud
analytics for smart patient
monitoring and recommen-
dation

Motwani
et.al.,2023

using DL make it is robust to
outliers

A lot of training data is needed

[13] A Diabetes Monitoring Sys-
tem and Health Medical
Service Composition Model
in Cloud Environment

Sharma
et.al. 2023

cost savings, reduced data
transfer latency, lower energy
consumption and enabling
real-time access to patient
health data

Risks associated with data se-
curity and privacy.

[14] Smart Healthcare Monitor-
ing System Using IoT

Mohammed
et.al.,2023

Support Vector Machine it is
robust to outliers

Unsuitable to Large Datasets

[18] Design and development of
diabetes management sys-
tem using machine learning

Sowah et.al,
2020

K-Nearest Neighbour can natu-
rally, handle multiclass cases

It’s difficult to pick the “cor-
rect” value of K

[21] Clinical Prediction on ML-
based Internet of Things for
E-Health Care System

Chaturvedi
et.al, 2023

Using adaptive neuro-fuzzy
machine learning (ANFIS)
in diabetes monitoring can
effectively handle complex and
nonlinear relationships between
various factors influencing
diabetes, such as blood glucose
levels, insulin sensitivity, and
dietary habits, leading to
more accurate predictions and
personalized recommendations
for patients. Additionally, it
can adapt and learn from new
data over time, improving its
performance and reliability in
long-term monitoring.

building and fine-tuning ANFIS
models require significant ex-
pertise in both fuzzy logic and
neural networks, which may
pose challenges for implemen-
tation in clinical settings. Ad-
ditionally, ANFIS models may
suffer from overfitting if not
properly regularized or vali-
dated, leading to inaccurate
predictions and potential pa-
tient harm. Furthermore, AN-
FIS models may struggle to
generalize well to diverse pa-
tient populations or changing
environmental conditions, lim-
iting their applicability in real-
world scenarios.
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TABLE I. Literature survey

Ref.
No.

Title Author Advantages Disadvantages

[23] Development of A Smart
Non-Invasive Glucose Mon-
itoring System With SpO2
and BPM for Diabetic Pa-
tient

Nabil
et.al.,2023

Ability to provide non-invasive
and rapid measurements of glu-
cose, SpO2, and heartbeat lev-
els. This offers convenience
for patients and healthcare
providers, as it eliminates the
need for invasive procedures or
laboratory testing, and delivers
results quickly, within a minute,
on an LCD. Additionally, the
system’s use of Near-infrared
(NIR) light and optical sensors
allows for real-time monitoring
without the need for blood sam-
ples, reducing discomfort and
potential risks associated with
traditional blood glucose moni-
toring methods.

Compared to ML approaches,
this system may have limita-
tions in terms of scalability
and adaptability. While it pro-
vides immediate measurements
for glucose, SpO2, and heart-
beat levels, it relies on pre-
determined algorithms and sig-
nal processing techniques hard-
coded into the ESP32 micro-
controller. This means that the
system may not be as flexible
in accommodating variations in
individual patient physiology or
adapting to changes in environ-
mental conditions. In contrast,
ML-based approaches have the
potential to learn from data
and improve their accuracy and
performance over time, making
them better suited for handling
complex and dynamic health-
care scenarios.

[24] Application of artificial
intelligence-based
technologies in the
healthcare industry:
Opportunities and
challenges

Lee et.al.
2021

capacity to revolutionize
diagnosis, treatment, and
patient care. AI-driven systems
offer improved access to
medical services, streamline
healthcare delivery, and yield
cost efficiencies. Moreover,
these technologies empower
patients to actively participate
in their healthcare journey
through user-friendly solutions
for monitoring and managing
health conditions. By bolstering
cybersecurity measures, the
healthcare sector can safeguard
patient data integrity and
privacy, fostering trust and
confidence in AI-enabled
healthcare solutions.

By focusing solely on exist-
ing applications and real-world
examples, there is a risk of
overlooking emerging advance-
ments and innovative possibili-
ties that could significantly im-
pact healthcare delivery and
patient outcomes. This high-
lights the need for ongoing re-
search and development efforts
to stay abreast of technological
advancements and optimize the
utilization of AI in healthcare.

[25] A robust deep neural net-
work framework for the de-
tection of diabetes

Shahin
et.al., 2023

It is robust to outliers A lot of training data is needed

[26] 5G-smart diabetes: Toward
personalized diabetes diag-
nosis with healthcare big
data clouds

Chen et.al.,
2018

Real-time monitoring and anal-
ysis data, high-speed and low-
latency of 5G networks, data
from various sources such as
continuous glucose monitors,
activity trackers, and electronic
health records can be transmit-
ted rapidly to cloud-based plat-
forms for analysis.

data privacy and security risks
associated with transmitting
sensitive health information
over wireless networks and
storing it in cloud-based
repositories.
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females, who underwent an average of 67 days of exam-
inations [27]. The dataset related to glucose concentration
comprises a total of 12,612 data points, where each data
point is characterized by 5 features. Before applying ML
algorithms, a crucial preliminary step is data preprocessing
(i.e., data preparation). This is necessary because real-world
data often exhibit noise, insufficiency, and unreliability,
making them unsuitable for immediate use in the prediction
process. Preparation is considered necessary to use data for
the diagnosis of diabetic disease in an efficient manner. Data
preparation is difficult because every diabetic illness record
denoted as Diil, has a range of features, every single one of
which is characterized by a distinct set of numerical values.
To address this difficulty, a normalization mechanism has
been placed in effect to scale the value Diil between 0 and
1, which lowers the computational complexity involved in
determining the prediction of diabetes. Among the various
techniques available for data normalization, the suggested
system employs a min–max normalization method.

B. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction poses a significant challenge in ma-

chine learning, underscoring the importance of generating
new dimensions by combining existing ones. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) emerges as a pivotal technique
in addressing this challenge. PCA works by transforming
dimensions into a new set of dimensions termed principal
components. These components are eigenvectors linked to
the highest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, effectively
capturing the maximum variance present in the dataset. The
transformative power of PCA lies in its ability to reduce
dimensionality while retaining crucial information, which
helps improve computational efficiency. This method plays
a crucial role in mitigating the impact of the ”curse of
dimensionality,” contributing to more streamlined and ef-
fective machine-learning processes. In essence, PCA serves
as a powerful tool to extract meaningful features, allowing
for a more concise and informative representation of the
underlying data. PCA works by transforming the original
dataset into a new coordinate system where the axes corre-
spond to the principal components. The goal is to find the
directions along which the data varies the most. Here is a
step-by-step explanation of how PCA works.

• Centering the Data: This is achieved by calculating
the mean of each feature and then subtracting the
mean from each data point, centering the data around
the origin.

• Computing the Covariance Matrix: Create a covari-
ance matrix S to capture the relationships between
different features as shown in the equation 1.

S =
1

n − 1
XT

centered × Xcentered (1)

Where Xcentered is the centered data matrix.

• Eigenvalue Decomposition: Decompose the covari-
ance matrix S into its eigenvectors V and eigenvalues

D as in equation 2

S = V × D × VT (2)

Where V represents the directions of maximum vari-
ance and D indicates the magnitude of variance along
those directions.

• Selecting Principal Components: This is done by
ordering the eigenvectors by their corresponding
eigenvalues in descending order. Choose the top k
eigenvectors to form the matrix Vk, where k is the
desired number of principal components.

• Transforming the Data: Multiplying the centered data
matrix Xcentered by Vk to obtain the transformed data
Xtrans f ormed as shown in equation 3

Xtrans f ormed = Xcentered × Vk (3)

where each row in Xtrans f ormed corresponds to a data
point in the new feature space defined by the principal
components.

The result is a transformed dataset where the original
features are replaced by a reduced set of principal compo-
nents. This new representation retains most of the variability
in the data, allowing for dimensionality reduction and
simplified analysis while preserving essential information.
PCA is particularly useful for visualizing high-dimensional
data and enhancing computational efficiency in machine-
learning applications.

C. Feature Selection
This study presents a three-step hybrid FS technique, as

shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Hybrid feature selection model

To determine the ranking of every feature in the dataset,
we begin by employing two FS algorithms: chi-square [28]
and information gain [29]. These techniques were selected
due to their low propensity for overfitting, adaptability to
massive datasets, and quick computing. However, since
none of the algorithms rely on a classification system, they
are all limited in that they evaluate every feature separately,
ignoring any feature relationships. We calculate the average
rank for each ranking method (R1, R2) and choose feature
sets (FS1, FS2) whose ranked ratings are higher than the
mean. Only the characteristics identified in every FS process
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are taken into account in the next stage. We examine
whether these characteristics show commonality or have an
association in the last stage. To improve the accuracy of
classification, we select only the associated features without
redundancy. The suggested FS flow diagram is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Proposed FS Flowchart

The strength of association among linearly associated
features is measured in the study using the Pearson corre-
lation [30], which is just one of the correlation techniques
used. The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) is calculated
using equation 4. Interestingly, only characteristics with
positive values are maintained, while those with negative
values are eliminated.

Pr(x,y) =
n
∑

xiyi −
∑

xi
∑

yi√
n
∑

x2
i − (
∑

xi)2
√

n
∑

y2
i − (
∑

yi)2
(4)

where Pr(x,y) = Pearson correlation coefficient between x
and y. And n = number of observations; xi = the value of x
(for ith observation); yi= value of y (for the ith observation).

D. Proposed Classification Algorithm
Random Forest (RF) can be characterized as a compila-

tion of tree-type classifiers, particularly useful in handling
datasets with multidimensional features containing many
irrelevant variables that can degrade classifier performance.
Feature selection becomes crucial for enhancing classifier
success, and the RF algorithm addresses this by employing
simple probability to select robust features for its inputs.
Formulated by Breiman in 2001, the RF algorithm con-
structs multiple decision trees using subsets of sample data
and maps random samples of feature subspaces. Addi-
tionally, XGBoost, a high-performance boosting technique,
optimizes the loss function through various arrangements
and iteratively adds models to a community. This gradient-
boosting method focuses on challenging instances for the
model, enhancing prediction accuracy. In this study, data
classification utilizes an ensemble learning approach with

XGBoost and Random Forest as base models, and the
final classification is determined through a hard voting
mechanism. The parameters, such as kernel, activation func-
tion, etc., were tuned to optimize the model’s performance.
Figure 4 shows the architecture of the proposed classifier
model.

Figure 4. Proposed classifier model.

In summary, the integration of RF and XGBoost in
an ensemble learning framework, finalized through a hard
voting mechanism, offers a compelling approach to data
classification. Taking advantage of the various strengths of
RF and XGBoost, the ensemble system improves general-
ization, accuracy, and robustness to various data patterns.
The combination mitigates individual model weaknesses,
reduces sensitivity to hyperparameters, and provides in-
creased confidence through majority voting. This synergistic
ensemble not only captures a wider range of features in the
data, but also excels at handling noise and outliers. Overall,
the collaborative power of RF and XGBoost, coupled with
the simplicity and effectiveness of hard voting, results in a
robust and reliable solution for making accurate predictions
in diverse machine-learning scenarios.

E. Particle Swarm Optimization (PASWOP)
Particle Swarm Optimization (PASWOP) draws inspira-

tion from the collective behavior observed in fish school-
ing and bird flocking. In this optimization technique, a
community of particles is created in a multidimensional
space, where each particle’s current location corresponds
to the expenses that need to be minimized for optimal
results. Following every iteration, every item’s location and
velocity are modified according to a weighted combination
of its present velocity, distance from its greatest-known
position, and distance from the most optimal position that
any particle in the swarming has ever reached globally. In
the context of a multivariate solution space, the position
and mobility of an object are often denoted as matrices
with the symbols p and m, respectively. The d × 1 vectors
(pi1, pi2, . . . pid) and (mi1,mi2, . . .mid), signify the position
and mobility of a particle in a d-dimensional space. Each
particle keeps track of its best-known position, denoted as
another vector (pbesti1, pbesti2, . . . pbestid). The location of
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the most favorable global location amongst all particles
is shown in the dth degree by as gbestd. The velocity
and position update formulas for a particle in dimension
d during the (k + 1)th iteration are determined based on
the performance of the kth iteration. These formulas are
shown in equations 5 and 6 govern the iterative movement
of particles toward optimal solutions within the solution
space.

mk+1
id = w × mk

id+c1 × rand × (pbestid − pk
id)+

c2 × rand() × (gbestid − pk
id)

(5)

pk+1
id = mk

id + pk+1
id , i ∈ Np, d ∈ D (6)

The coefficients c1 and c2 act as acceleration factors
in the multidimensional discovery issue, while D denotes
depth and NP denotes the number of participants. The
proportionate randomized weight of the departure from the
particles’ greatest individual achievement and their best
aggregate efficiency in the dth dimension is influenced by
these parameters. During the search process, the suggested
system uses PASWOP with configurable inertia weight,
w, to achieve equilibrium in global and local inquiries.
Equation 7 is used throughout this study to calculate the
state of inertia w, which allows periodic modifications that
affect the overall performance of the PASWOP algorithm
throughout the optimization stage.

w = wmax −
wmax − wmin

itermax
× ite (7)

In this context, itermax represents the maximum number
of iterations and iter is the present number of iterations. The
process begins with a large value of wmax allowing for an
aggressive global search to explore potential good solutions.
As iterations progress, w is progressively decreased to fine-
tune the search locally, moving closer to the minimal point
in the solution space. This dynamic adjustment of the
inertia weight facilitates an effective balance between global
exploration and local exploitation during the optimization
process.

4. Study Result
In this experiment, we use samples of information

collected to thoroughly verify our suggested ensemble tech-
nique for the diabetic patient tracking system employing
the programming language Python. We compare the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed algorithm versus many current
machine learning (ML) methods, such as Decision Tree
(DT) [20], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [20], and Se-
quential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [19]. A wide range
of measures are included in the assessments, such as the
F1 score, recall, specificity, precision, sensitivity, precision,
and false positives (FP). The objective of this study is to
evaluate the efficacy of the methods used and to determine

an extremely powerful forecasting method.

The confusion matrix is used to do a thorough investi-
gation from which the assessment measures are obtained.
A detailed summary of the outcomes is shown in figure 5,
which also includes examples of successfully and incor-
rectly categorized information. Figure 6 shows the equiva-
lent learning timeframes for methods that are currently in
use, as well as those that are being suggested. The learning
period, which is the amount of time an algorithm needs
to spend learning on a dataset, is an important component
of an algorithm’s efficiency assessment. Compared to the
current techniques, the suggested model has a much quicker
training time of ”0.019s”, whereas SMO, SVM, and DT
need ”0.032”, ”0.027”, and ”0.051” seconds, respectively.
This highlights the efficiency of the suggested approach in
terms of rapid dataset training compared to the existing
methods. Moreover, the proposed method demonstrates
superior classification accuracy by correctly classifying a
higher proportion of data when compared with the existing
methods. The lower rate of improper classifications in the
proposed method further solidifies its efficacy in achieving
more accurate results compared to the benchmarks set by
the existing methods. TableII presents the results of the
successful and incorrect categorization of information, as
well as the duration of training for the algorithms used in
previous studies and those that are being suggested.

Figure 5. Proper and improper classifications’ results.

Figure 6. Training Times

Similarly, Table III presents the results of the com-
parison of several measures that compare the current and
suggested approaches. The proportion of the experiments
that meet the results that are correctly anticipated by the
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TABLE II. Correct and incorrect categorization of data

Strategies ML-SMO ML-SVM ML-DT Proposed
Correct-classified 78.64% 88.56% 83.27% 99.85%

incorrect-classified 13.50% 11.73% 12.21% 0.12%
Taking time 0.032s 0.027s 0.051s 0.019s

recommended approach is used to indicate the technique’s
performance. Equation 8 is used to compute accuracy
(ACC), which is a gauge for the number of specimens suc-
cessfully classified along with the level of match between
the input information and the end findings.

Acc =
TRPO + TRNE

TRPO + TRNE + FAPO + FANE
(8)

Where (TRPO) is the True Positive value, (TRNE) is the
True Negative value, (FAPO) is the False Positive value, and
(FANE) is the False Negative value.

Precision (P), which can be found in Equation 9 and
is defined as the ratio of correctly categorized incidents
to all occurrences of accurately positive data, serves as
one of the most significant metrics for accuracy. Precision
assesses how well the proposed strategy separates real
from false positives through an evaluation of the number
of real outcomes compared to the number of expected
outcomes. Furthermore, precision analyzes the accuracy of
the proposed method.

P =
TRPO

TRPO + FAPO
(9)

The ability of the suggested model to recognize any
notable element in a dataset is called sensitivity (S). Equa-
tion 10 illustrates methods to calculate it analytically by
dividing the proportion of true positives (TRPO) by the total
of true positives and false negatives (FANE). Sensitivity
provides insights into the model’s effectiveness in correctly
identifying positive instances within the dataset.

S =
TRPO

TRPO + FANE
(10)

Recall (RC) of the suggested model is the measure of its
capacity to recognize each significant item in a set of data.
Equation 11 illustrates how it is mathematically determined
as the fraction of TRPO divided by the total number of
TRPO and FANE. RC, also known as sensitivity, provides
an assessment of the model’s capability to correctly identify
positive instances within the dataset.

Recall =
TRPO

TRPO + FANE
(11)

The f1-score, as represented by Equation 12, combines
both precision and recall into a single metric by calculating
their harmonic mean. Precision, recall, and f1 score col-
lectively provide a comprehensive evaluation of the model
performance. Conversely, it quantifies the probability of a
negative result if a negative finding materializes. It is also
known as the true negative rate and is a crucial indicator of
the model’s ability to correctly identify negative instances
within the dataset.

F1 score =
(precision) × (recall) × 2

precision + recall
(12)

The specificity of the proposed model, as defined by
Equation 13, represents the proportion of TRNE to the sum
of TRNE and FAPO. This metric is essential for assessing
the model’s ability to accurately identify instances that truly
belong to the negative class within the dataset.

S peci f icity =
TRNE

TRNE + FAPO
(13)

The comparative results from Table III showcase the
superior performance of the proposed model on various
evaluation criteria.

Furthermore, we assess our proposed model with and
without the suggested FS method to gauge the impact of this
feature selection approach on the framework. The results
indicate a notable enhancement in the model’s performance,
showing an approximately 20% increase when incorporat-
ing the feature selection method. This underscores the effi-
cacy and positive impact of the proposed feature selection
method in improving the overall performance of the model.
Figure 7 and table IV show comparison results with and
without the use of the feature selection method in our
proposed framework.

Ensuring the security of life (SOL) by delivering precise
patient information to the hospital is imperative for safe-
guarding patient well-being. Any lapses in compliance can
pose a threat to a patient’s health. Figure 8 illustrates the
outcomes related to the security of life, with SMO achieving
82%, SVM reaching 89%, DT scoring 71%, and proposed
94%. This visualization underscores the effectiveness of the
proposed approach, highlighting its superior performance in
ensuring the security of patient information.
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TABLE III. Proposed model with and without FS method

Methods SMO SVM DT Proposed
TRPO 95.88% 96.81% 94.55% 99.80%
FAPO 2.82% 1.21% 1.12% 0.40%

Accuracy 96.35% 96.58% 94.52% 99.68%
Precision 92.89% 94.35% 96.21% 98.58%

Sensitivity 94.24% 96.36% 95.98% 98.12%
Specificity 95.58% 95.99% 94.84% 98.11%

recall 96.66% 94.88% 95.36% 99.55%
F1-score 93.77% 97.85% 93.55% 98.44%

TABLE IV. Proposed model with and without FS method

Methods Proposed with FS Proposed Without FS
Proper classified data 99.85% 81.96%

Improper classified data 0.12% 8.57%
Taking time 0.019s 0.568s

Figure 7. Proposed model with and without FS method

Figure 8. SOL Analysis

5. Conclusion
E-health trackers play a pivotal role in monitoring

individuals’ activities and providing essential feedback, es-
pecially during critical situations. This paper introduces an
ensemble learning method for intelligent patient monitoring
that enables the assessment of individual dependencies,
predicts future health status, and detects potential health
declines at an early stage. The normalization approach is
used to effectively preprocess the raw dataset effectively.
PCA is used to extract features, and chi-square data with

information gain are used to calculate each feature’s rank in
the dataset. Pearson’s correlation is used to find the correla-
tion between the features selected by the selection of feature
methods. The ensemble learning method that the intelligent
system employs for diagnosing uses XGBoost and RF as
the base models. The final classification is determined by
a hard voting technique and particle swarm optimization
(PASWOP). This research shows that the suggested method
works better than current methods on several measures, such
as accuracy, sensitivity, precision, recall, specificity, F1-
Score, TRPO, and FAPO which are represented as follows
in percentage terms: ”99.68”, ”98.12”, ”98.58”, ”99.55”,
”98.11”, ”98.44”, ”99.80”, and ”0.40” sequentially. The
scalability of the system is emphasized, indicating that it
may be extended in the future to include big (i.e. large) and
diverse datasets. Researchers studying illnesses in people
can benefit greatly from this work, especially in the areas
of artificial intelligence and automated predictions. Contin-
uous user input is crucial for future development, ensuring
the application remains patient-focused by addressing user
needs, refining existing features, and introducing new ones.
The emphasis on user privacy is paramount to preventing
potential data breaches or leaks, reinforcing our commit-
ment to safeguarding consumer privacy.
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